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Project Summary:

Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is an encoding scheme where digital data is
mapped to an analog signal consisting of a two signals.  One signal is a reference signal
for the receiver and the other is a quadrature component.  A continuous data stream can
be encoded and represented on a 3-bit table and therefore an 8-point signal constellation.

The project will utilize the Texas Instruments’ TMS3206711 DSP development board to
implement code written with Matlab Simulink software.  Simulink will be utilized to
develop a “block diagram” of the system that is going to modulate a signal that comes
from the A/D.  Figure 1 shows the overall system level block diagram of each of the
subsystems.
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Detailed Project Description:

The modulation portion of the system is broken up into six subsystems.  Two of the
subsystems are the analog and digital conversion.  However, the other six are necessary
to the successful modulation of the input signal.



Bit Masking:

The Texas Instruments’ TMS3206711 DSP development board is a 16 bit DSP board.
The 16 bits are masked off into five - three bits portions.  The least significant bit is
disregarded for two reasons.  The first reason is that each bit represents approximately 45
mV.  And for that reason the least significant bit can be disregarded because that amount
of error is insignificant to the over all system. The second reason is that it can be thought
to be buried in noise (at least on a bread board configuration).  The masked off bits are
then mapped to the signal constellation that was devised for this specific project.

Signal Constellation:

Figure 2 shows the signal constellation that was chosen for this project.  The reason that
this specific constellation was chosen is because the constellation relies on the phase of
the signal and because each of the signals have the same magnitude.  All of the signals
are the same distance from the origin.  This means a constant output power for the
transmitter, instead of a fluctuating power level that another constellation would offer.

The bits are mapped based on the value of the 3-bits that were masked off.  Each of the
values is then mapped to its specified point shown in figure 2.  The way that each of the
values is mapped is that starting on the positive real axis that point is mapped to the value
‘000.’  The values increase to ‘111’ by going counter clockwise around the constellation.

Another virtue of the selected constellation is that instead of relying on the received
amplitude for remapping, demodulation, and reconstruction the chosen constellation
relies on the phase difference for signal reconstruction.  However, measuring phase
difference in signals offers its own set of difficulties.  Some of those difficulties include
the need for a phase lock loop in order to lock on to the phase of the received signal in
order to measure the difference.  Another difficulty is the synchronization of the
transmitting clock and receiving clock.  The receiving of the modulated signal will be
looked into at a later date if time permits.
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Generation of the Appropriate Signal:



Once the signal is mapped to its specified location, the signal must then be generated and
transmitted reference figure 2.  There are two conditions that must be met for the signal
to be transmitted.  The first condition that must be met is that a full two cycles of the
signal must be generated.  The second condition that must be met (which is a
consequence of the first) is that the signal must be generated fast enough so that the entire
modulation process can be done in real time.
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Figure 3 – This figure shows the block diagram approach of how the signals become modulated once they
have been mapped in the constellation

The output signal is the serial version of the input signal that came from the A/D.  Each
of the 3 bits are mapped and transmitted before the next 3 bits are mapped and
transmitted.  In other words, one sample of the A/D translates to five modulated signals
that are transmitted serially.  See Figure 3.

Figure 4 – Shows an example of what ‘000’ followed by ‘001’ would look like once
modulated.

Conclusion for the Detailed Description:



After the signal is created it is then sent into the D/A for transmission.  The next part of
the design is the receiving and demodulation of the signal.  That part of the project will
be looked into if time permits reference figure 4.
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Schedule:

Below is a description of how the remaining time will be divided so that the project can
be completed.

Lab Date Task to be Completed
1/30/2004 Mapping and Generation of the Signal
2/6/2004 Mapping and Generation of the Signal
2/13/2004 Mapping and Generation of the Signal
2/20/2004 Transmission

The first main milestone that must be completed above all else is the generation of the
signal.  At this point Simulink does not have a good way to do what the project asks for.
So some code might have to be written in order to accomplish our task.

Lab Date Task to be Completed
2/27/2004 Phase Lock Loop
3/4/2004 Phase Lock Loop
3/11/2004 Clock Synchronization
3/18/2004 Clock Synchronization
3/25/2004 Demodulation

The next main milestone that needs to be completed in order to get a fully functional
system is the receiving portion of the project.  The receiving part is far more difficult than
the transmission part.  This is a very tentative schedule; it’s a best case layout.  If there
are no problems then this will be a solid schedule.

Lab Date Task to be Completed
4/1/2004 Demodulation
4/8/2004 Interpretation of Results
4/14/2004 Interpretation of Results

4/21/2004 -- Final Paper & Presentation

This table shows the final part of the QAM project.  This includes the demodulation and
the interpretation of results.  All of the simulation will be done along the way, and any
potential problems will be solved.



Equipment List:

The equipment needed for the implementation of the QAM project includes Matlab 6.5.1
with Simulink, and Texas Instruments’ DSP development board.
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Description:
Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is an encoding scheme where digital data is
mapped to an analog signal consisting of 2 carriers, sine(2*pi*f*t) and cosine(2*pi*f*t),
at different phases (multiples of 45°).  A continuous data stream can be encoded and
represented on a 3-bit table and therefore an 8-point signal constellation.  See Fig 1.
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Simulink:
The Senior Capstone project will consist of a QAM problem and the implementation of
Simulink and DSP.  Simulink can be used as a powerful tool to tackle very complex
problems involving everything from controls to DSP.  Simulink is a program that allows
the user to manipulate signals with the use of icons or blocks, which in turn works with
Matlab to create a signal processing circuit.  These icons or blocks symbolize anything
from filters to mathematical functions.  After completing the desired signal processing
circuitry, Simulink writes C++ code to the Texas Instruments’ TMS320C6711 DSP
board.  The DSP board has A/D and D/A ports to allow for sending in a signal and
retrieving the processed signal.

Method:
The method of QAM will consist of bit masking and bit mapping.  A 16-bit will enter the
DSP board via the A/D port.  The least significant bit will be ignored, due mostly to
noise.  The remaining 15 bits will be masked off to 5, 3-bit packets of binary numbers.
These packets will then be mapped to the signal constellation, as shown in Fig 1.  Then
the various signals will be sent out over the D/A port on the DSP board, and received by
outside hardware (most likely a phase lock loop).  All of this will hopefully be
accomplished through Simulink code.  Fig 2 shows the System Level Block Diagram.
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Fig 2 shows the System Level Block Diagram of the QAM project.  The 1st block
represents the conversion of the incoming analog signal to digital.  In the 2nd block, the
16-bit signal gets broken up into useable 3-bit packets.  The 3rd block represents the
signal constellation.  Each binary packet, 000-111, will be mapped to a point on the
signal constellation consisting of Sine and Cosine functions.  The Simulink code will then
generate the appropriate signal by constructing the coded information in the 4th block,
and as the 5th block shows, the data will leave the DSP board via the D/A converter.
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Introduction:

Quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) is an encoding scheme where digital data is
mapped to an analog signal consisting of 2 carriers, sin(2*pi*f*t) and cos(2*pi*f*t), at
different phases (multiples of 45°).  A continuous data stream can be encoded and
represented on an 3-bit table and therefore an 8-point signal constellation.

The project will utilize the Texas Instruments’ TMS3206711 DSP development board to
implement code written with Matlab Simulink software.  Software will be developed in a
C++ environment to implement modular code, algorithms, and utilize cross development
code for the DSP processor.  This code will address a QAM communication problem in
which a data signal will be sent to the DSP board, modulated, transmitted, and then
received and demodulated.  A goal of this project is to use the graphical building block
set provided by Matlab and Simulink to generate the code for the DSP device, bringing
the amount of written code by the user to a minimum.

Inputs/Outputs:

The input will consist of an analog signal entering the DSP board. After being modulated,
transmitted, received and demodulated, the output signal will represent the input data.
See Fig 1.

Methods:

The first task is to break up the 16-bit digitized signal into 5 3-bit manageable segments
(0 through 7 in binary).  It is important to note that 16 cannot be evenly divided by 5
therefore the LSB will be masked off because it will most likely be buried in noise.  This
process will be implemented through logical AND operations in simulink.  The 3-bit data
bytes will then be encoded into the carrier signals.  Either a look-up table in matlab will
be used, or the QAM block in simulink (although the QAM block may not be compatible
with the DSP board).  The demodulation will be considered at a later date once
modulation is achieved.

Limitations:

The Texas Instruments’ TMS3206711 DSP development board is limited by an 8 KHz
sampling rate.  This will severely limit the frequency of the input signal.




